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PROJECT

The European Court of Human Rights as Antidote against

Authoritarian Populism

  The European Convention on Human Rights and its Court were set up after World War Two to help states uphold
democracy and the rule of law against backsliding. How can the Court perform these tasks in the face of two
apparently conflicting challenges?
The Court is now required to serve a subsidiary, deferential role granting states a discretionary “margin of
appreciation.” The Court also faces a rise of authoritarian populist movements and governments that are reluctant
to delegate authority, in particular to elitist international human rights courts staffed with foreigners, who
constrain democratic majorities in favor of minorities that threaten their traditions and values – such as criminals,
refugees, and religious, ethnic, sexual, or other minorities.
The project reviews and builds on recent contributions in political science, law, and political theory to provide 1) a
more careful analysis of the sorts of reactions and pushback the Court faces; 2) a working definition of authoritarian
populism; 3) the peculiar design challenges for an independent yet accountable ECtHR; 4) critical and constructive
engagement with authoritarian populism to identify aspects that merit respect and accommodation; and 5) some
strategies available to the ECtHR to render it more resilient and helpful against authoritarian populism – without
treaty change.
– Since the application was written, there have been several insightful contributions to these topics, and the project
may change due to them.
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TUESDAY COLLOQUIUM, 20.02.2024

The European Court of Human Rights as a Better Vaccine Against

Authoritarian Populism

  After the Second World War, European governments committed themselves to constrain any future backsliding
into totalitarianism. They therefore agreed to bind themselves – and their successor governments – to the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and to be reviewed by its Court (ECtHR).

Several populist and authoritarian practices and governments in Europe over the last 20 years lead us to question
whether the ECtHR is well-enough designed. In particular, how can it be improved as a vaccine against current
movements against the rule of law, democracy, and human rights?

My presentation 1) identifies some features of authoritarian populism of particular relevance to this question, and
some possible causes: those practices and governments that are anti-elite, denying the human rights of some
minorities, anti-constitutional, and anti-democratic. They are often the result of (cultivated) fears of perceived
deprivation among segments of the populations: losing their relative economic, social, cultural, or political status.

2) For such practices, the ECtHR seems to be a particularly bad solution, as seen by looking closer at what that
court is and how it operates, as an international court that primarily adjudicates cases brought by individuals
against their own state, by interpreting and impartial application of the ECHR to the case.

3) The final part of the presentation starts to explore some possible responses by the ECtHR consistent with its
“judicial function”:
-We should look closer at its “subsidiary” roles toward the states and their peoples, downplaying claims that it is the
“conscience of Europe”;
- it should acknowledge the value of unique national values and traditions – within limits;
- its judgment should be crafted better as strategic responses to populist authoritarian criticisms that the ECtHR is
anti-majoritarian etc.;
- and its judgement should mobilize domestic human rights promoters including courts, opposition parties, media,
and civil society organizations.  
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